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🌀Insanity🌀 
 
DOJ IG Is Preparing to Deliver Verdict on the Russia Inv’n 
 
Steele interviewed by IG & found Steels Dossier
CREDIBLE. 
 
So much so THEY WILL EXTEND HIS INV’N. 
 
This is HUGE and blows GOP talking points outta the
water.  
 
BTW Steele did the FiFA Inv’n —it’s connected.
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🌀Insanity2🌀 

 

Why Steele chose RU mob expert Bruce Ohr as FBI liaison: 

 

Finally, the FBI agent spoke. No deal, he said; 

 

Mogilevich must surrender. 

 

BRUCE OHR said little, but his unwillingness to negotiate was signal enough: 

 

The DOJ would not compromise with the Russian mafia.

🌀Insanity3🌀 

 

Epstein: “bounty hunter,” recovering lost or stolen money for the gov’t or the wealthy.

 

“Mogilevich↔ Robert Maxwell↔ Ghislaine Maxwell↔ Epstein↔ Bear Sterns↔ Felix

Sater” 

 

“Epstein ➡ Leon Black ➡ Apollo Global Mgmt ➡ CIM ➡ Macklowe ➡ TrumpSoho

➡ Sater/Arif”
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🌀Insanity4🌀 

 

Trump ‘admired Epstein’s lifestyle’ — and warns of ‘Pandora’s box of embarrassing

information’ 

 

Instead of having his assistants troll local HSs, Epstein imported his playmates from

Russia 

 

Alex Acosta gave a pass to Epstein years ago. #AlexAcostaResign
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🌀Insanity5🌀 

 

There is a comment in one of the court files where Epstein is quoted saying “I want to

set up my modeling agency the same way Trump set up his.” 

 

Sex traffickers use modeling contracts to lure young women 

 

Ruling:Blocking Trump Twitter Critics Is Unconstitutional

🌀Insanity6🌀 

 

House is authorized to issue subpoenas for docs & testimony to the following

individuals: 

 

1. Dearborn 

2. Flynn 

3. Joseph Hunt 

4. Kushner 

5. John F. Kelly 

6. Lewandowski 

7. Robert R. Porter 

8. Rosenstein 

9. Sessions 

10. Keith Davidson 

11. D. Howard 

12. Pecker
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🌀Insanity8🌀 

 

Acting Defense Secretary, Due $1 Million From Raytheon, Narrows His Recusal 

 

Russia’s RT and Sputnik barred from UK conference on media freedom 

 

Foreign Office says news outlets refused entry over ‘active role in spreading

disinformation’

🌀 i 🌀
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🌀Insanity9🌀 

 

Secret use of census info helped send Japanese Americans to internment camps in

WWII 

 

Judge: DEMs can begin collecting Trump financial records in emoluments suit 

 

Trump called Epstein a ‘terrific guy’ who enjoyed ‘younger’ girls before denying

relationship with him

🌀Insanity10 🌀 

 

Russia’s foreign intel service, known as the SVR, first circulated a phony “bulletin” —

disguised to read as a real intel report abt the alleged murder of Seth Rich the former

DNC staffer on July 13, 2016.  

 

Trump, Spicer, Hannity Stone, Assange, etc amplified it
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🌀Insanity11🌀 

 

Pelosi questions Barr’s credibility, says she’ll no longer address anything he says 

 

DOJ files to halt Trump suit demanding financial documents 

 

Federal Judge Blocks DOJ’s Effort to Withdraw Lawyers on Census Citizenship Case

🌀Insanity12🌀 

 

Barr sees a way for census to legally ask about citizenship 

Barr said he has been in regular contact with Trump over the issue of the citizenship

question. “I agree with him that the Supreme Court decision was wrong,” the attorney

general said. ORLY?

0:00

🌀Insanity12🌀 
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US approves $2.2bn Taiwan arms sale despite Chinese ire 

 

Major Improvements Are Coming To Blockchain In 2020 

 

A DOJ official says that Barr has consulted with career ethics officials at DOJ & he

will not recuse from the Epstein case in SDNY #Barr = boys🤮

🌀Insanity13🌀 

 

Trump atty’s try to throw out a lawsuit filed by Democratic lawmakers claiming he

violated the Constitution’s anti-corruption clauses 

 

Doubts over Deutsche Bank turnaround plan dent shaky shares 

 

US approves $2.2bn Taiwan arms sale despite Chinese ire
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🌀Insanity14🌀 

 

Mexico's finance minister resigns, pushing peso to biggest fall in 4 wks 

 

AWS launches Secret Region a commercial cloud provider to serve government

workloads across the full range of data classifications, including Unclassified,

Sensitive, Secret, and Top Secret.

🌀Insanity15🌀 

 

Hungry, Scared & Sick: Inside the Migrant DetentionCenter in Clint, Tex 

 

UBS AU’s 'rock star' banking chief Matthew Grounds to leave 

 

24 Governors Call on Trump to Halt Rollback on Rules for Clean Cars 

 

Fed judge blocks Trump rule requiring drug prices in TV ads
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🌀Insanity16🌀 

 

Secret meetings between U.S., Iran officials in Iraq 

 

Florida principal reassigned after refusing to call the Holocaust a 'factual, historic

event’ 

 

Treasury could breach debt ceiling in first half of September, much sooner than

previously thought

🌀Insanity17🌀 

 

FDA staffers sue agency over surveillance of personal e-mail 

 

Jeffrey Epstein accuser: I was 14 years old and still in braces when abuse began 

 

Mozilla thwarts alleged spy's bid to guard web security 
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Abortion arguments at play in limiting veterans' IVF benefit

🌀Insanity18🌀 

 

Princess Hassa bint Salman - MbS's sister - faces charges of complicity to violence

with a weapon and complicity to kidnap. 

 

After border patrol agents in Puerto Rico chased after a boat on Sunday, they found

five duffel bags stuffed with $3.7M in cash.
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🌀Insanity19🌀 

 

Richard Branson’s Space Unit to Go Public 

 

Nepal court jails ex-UN official for child abuse 

 

SoftBank Chip-Design Unit Yet to Conquer Internet of Things 

 

Smithsonian Museum Considers Collecting Drawings Made By Detained Migrant

Children

🌀Insanity20🌀 

 

Migrant kids in overcrowded Arizona border station allege sex assault, retaliation

from U.S. agents 

 

Migrant children held in Yuma, Arizona, report sex assault and retaliation for

protests in addition to unsanitary conditions and overcrowding.
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‼ Excellent Read‼  

 

Justice Dept. Watchdog Is Preparing to Deliver Verdict on the Russia Investigation -

The New York Times 

Justice Dept. Watchdog Is Preparing to Deliver Verdict on the Russia I…
Investigators for the inspector general recently interviewed Christopher Steele, the
former British spy, as they try to determine whether the F.B.I. misstepped in the
inquiry.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/ig-russia-investigation-steele.html

FBI vault _Epstein 

 

Jeffrey Epstein

https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein

Finally, the F.B.I. agent spoke. No deal, he said; Mr. Mogilevich must surrender. Mr.

BRUCE OHR said little, but his unwillingness to negotiate was signal enough: The

Justice Department would not compromise with the Russian mafia. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/ig-russia-investigation-steele.html
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Bruce Ohr Fought Russian Organized Crime. Now He’s a Target of Tru…
Mr. Ohr, a longtime Justice Department official, was targeted in attacks by the
president and his allies for links to the Russia investigation. He could lose his
security clearance.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/27/us/politics/bruce-ohr-trump-justice-department.html

Government no longer wants Michael Flynn to testify against ex-partner 

 

“The government does not plan to call Flynn as a witness,” prosecutors wrote in a

motion filed last week and unsealed Tuesday. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/government-no-longer-wants-mich…

How sex traffickers use modeling contracts to lure young women 

How sex traffickers use modeling contracts to lure young women
Prosecutors say financier Jeffrey Epstein allegedly found underage girls through a
man who promised the women modeling contracts in the US. How common is this
scheme to snare women into trafficking r…

https://www.pri.org/stories/2019-07-08/how-sex-traffickers-use-modeling-contracts-lure…

‼ RESOURCE‼  

 

‼ Read the Mueller Report:  

 

Searchable Document and Index - The New York Times 
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Read the Mueller Report: Searchable Document and Index
The findings from the special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, are now available to
the public. The redacted report details his two-year investigation into Russian
interference in the 2016 presidentia…

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/18/us/politics/mueller-report-document.html

‼ 2017‼  

 

China approves Donald Trump-branded spas, escort services, hotels and massage

parlours without US Congress permission 

China just approved Donald Trump-branded spas, escort services and …
Chinese authorities have granted preliminary approval for dozens of Trump-
branded businesses, expanding his commercial empire and raising further conflicts
of interest, say lawyers. The 38 trademarks…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/china-donald-trump-branded-with…

DOJ = Kirkland Ellis Mob Protectors  

 

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Replying to @DirkSchwenk

Current reporting is that Barr is not recusing, despite the fact that 
Epstein is a former client of Barr's firm in essentially the same 

case in FL that is now filed in NY.
183 4:19 PM - Jul 9, 2019
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Michael Flynn Changes His Story, Putting Him on Collision Course With Judge 
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Michael Flynn Changes His Story, Putting Him on Collision Course Wit…
The development marked the latest turn in Mr. Flynn’s prosecution that should have
run its course with little drama after he agreed to plead guilty to charges in 2017.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/flynn-testimony-turkey-lobbying.html

Jeffrey Epstein’s Sick Story Played Out for Years in Plain Sight 

Jeffrey Epstein’s Sick Story Played Out for Years in Plain Sight
How did the New York financier stay nearly untouchable for decades? Vicky Ward
—who has reported extensively on Epstein, and on efforts to rehabilitate him—finds

out what’s changed.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epsteins-sick-story-played-out-for-years-in-plain-…

Hungry, Scared and 

Sick: Inside the 

Migrant Detention 

Center in Clint, Tex. 

Hungry, Scared and Sick: Inside the Migrant Detention Center in Clint, …
An out-of-the-way border station in the desert outside of El Paso has become the
epicenter of outrage over the Trump administration’s policies on the southwest
border.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/07/06/us/migrants-border-patrol-clint.html

🏵Cy Vance Shenanigans🏵 

Jed Shugerman
@jedshug

Thread: @ManhattanDA @CyVance Jr. is the Forrest Gump/Roy 
Cohn/Tom Hagen/Don Jr of the Trump era: 
1. Protected Ivanka & Don Jr 
2. Protected Harvey Weinstein 
3. *Protected Jeffrey Epstein.* 
4 But overzealously prosecutes poor/ mass incarcerates
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4. But overzealously prosecutes poor/ mass incarcerates. 
5. And is botching Manafort case twitter.com/drrjkavanagh/s…

Rebecca J Kavanagh @DrRJKavanagh
Unsealed documents show Manhattan DA Cy Vance knew Jeffrey 
Epstein should have been designated a Level 3 Sex Offender (the 
most serious classification under NY law) but instead argued he should 
be designated Level 1 (the least serious). The question is 
why.nypost.com/2019/04/11/da-…
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AWS launches Secret Region a commercial cloud provider to serve government

workloads across the full range of data classifications, including Unclassified,

Sensitive, Secret, and Top Secret. 

Announcing the New AWS Secret Region | Amazon Web Services
We are pleased to announce the new AWS Secret Region. The AWS Secret
Region can operate workloads up to the Secret U.S. security classification level.
The AWS Secret Region is readily available to th…

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/publicsector/announcing-the-new-aws-secret-region/

Secret use of census info helped send Japanese Americans to internment camps in

WWII 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/retropolis/wp/2018/04/03/secret-use-of-census-…

Jeffrey Epstein accuser: I was 14 years old and still in braces when abuse began 

Jeffrey Epstein accuser: I was 14 years old and still in braces when ab…
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One of multimillionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s accusers described Monday
being just 14 and still in braces when he began sexually abusing her. “I remember
standing in his kitchen, and he also ha…

https://nypost.com/2019/07/08/jeffrey-epstein-accuser-i-was-14-years-old-and-still-in-b…

Trump called Epstein a ‘terrific guy’ who enjoyed ‘younger’ girls before denying

relationship with him 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-called-epstein-a-terrific-guy-before-den…

Migrant kids in overcrowded Arizona border station allege sex assault, retaliation

from U.S. agents 

Migrant children held in Yuma, Arizona, report sex assault and retaliation for

protests in addition to unsanitary conditions and overcrowding. 

Migrant kids in Yuma report sex assault, retaliation from U.S. agents
Documents obtained by NBC News show that poor conditions for migrant children
at the border extend beyond Texas, where they were previously reported, to Yuma.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/immigration/migrant-kids-overcrowded-arizona-bord…

Justice Department watchdog conducted over 100 interviews in probe of Mueller

report origins 

Justice Department watchdog conducted over 100 interviews in survei…
Federal investigators from the Justice Department's watchdog office have
conducted over 100 interviews in their probe of the FBI's surveillance efforts of
Trump campaign associate Carter Page, accord…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/09/politics/doj-inspector-general-probe-steele/index.html
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NeverTrumpers are making the case that the Democratic nominee should be the man

or woman with the best chance of beating Trump and getting elected president in

2020 

The Breakup - The Bulwark
The home for the best of American conservative opinion. Curated commentary and
analysis on news, politics, public policy, and culture.

https://thebulwark.com/the-breakup/

House Democrats move to authorize subpoenas for Trump officials and immigration

documents 

 

1. Dearborn 

2. Flynn 

3. “Jody” Hunt 

4. Kushner 

5. Kelly 

6. Lewandowski 

7. Porter 

8. Rosenstein 

9. Sessions 

10. Keith M. Davidson 

11. Dylan Howard 

12. David J. Pecker 

House Democrats plan subpoenas for Jared Kushner, Trump officials …
The House Judiciary Committee moved Tuesday to authorize subpoenas for two
separate issues: an array of documents and testimony related to the
administration's immigration policies and to former and …

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/09/politics/house-democrats-subpoenas-immigration/ind…
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Russia’s foreign intelligence service, known as the SVR, first circulated a phony

“bulletin” — disguised to read as a real intelligence report —about the alleged murder

of the former DNC staffer on July 13, 2016. 

Exclusive: The true origins of the Seth Rich conspiracy theory. A Yaho…
In the summer of 2016, Russian intelligence agents secretly planted a fake report
claiming that Democratic National Committee staffer Seth Rich was gunned down
by a squad of assassins working for Hil…

https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-the-true-origins-of-the-seth-rich-conspiracy-a-yahoo-…

White House, Trump, Spicer, Fox News, Hannity, Assange & Stone ran with the RU

SVR false Seth Rich conspiracy theory  

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

TeamTrump Amplified the RU SVR story:  
 
On April 20, a month before the Seth Rich story ran, Butowsky 
and Wheeler — the investor and the investigator — met at the 
White House w/ then-press secretary Sean Spicer to brief him on 
what they were uncovering.npr.org/2017/08/01/540…
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See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Behind Fox News' Baseless Seth Rich Story: The Untold Tale
A lawsuit alleges the Fox News Channel worked with a wealthy
Trump supporter to concoct a false report about the death of a
npr.org

Cy Vance has a double jeopardy problem in his case against Paul Manafort. 

 

@jedshug called this flaw months ago. 👋👋👋 
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Cy Vance Has a Double Jeopardy Problem. It Will Delegitimize His Cas…
Most of the charges seem to violate New York’s double jeopardy law.

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2019/03/cy-vance-paul-manafort-double-jeopardy-n…

🏵Excellent Explainer🏵 

 

Jed Shugerman
@jedshug

Thread: @ManhattanDA @CyVance Jr. is the Forrest Gump/Roy 
Cohn/Tom Hagen/Don Jr of the Trump era: 
1. Protected Ivanka & Don Jr 
2. Protected Harvey Weinstein 
3. *Protected Jeffrey Epstein.* 
4. But overzealously prosecutes poor/ mass incarcerates. 
5. And is botching Manafort case twitter.com/drrjkavanagh/s…

Rebecca J. Kavanagh @DrRJKavanagh
Unsealed documents show Manhattan DA Cy Vance knew Jeffrey 
Epstein should have been designated a Level 3 Sex Offender (the 
most serious classification under NY law) but instead argued he should 
be designated Level 1 (the least serious). The question is 
why.nypost.com/2019/04/11/da-…
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💰Epstein💰 

 

“Semion Mogilevich↔ Robert Maxwell↔ Ghislaine Maxwell↔ Jeffrey Epstein↔ Bear

Sterns↔ Felix Sater” 

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @Peaceful_411 and 8 others

Well, he did have someone's  to "manage." 
Semion Mogilevich Robert Maxwell Ghislaine Maxwell
Jeffrey Epstein Bear Sterns Felix Sater
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“Epstein ➡ Leon Black ➡ Apollo Global Mgmt ➡ CIM ➡ Macklowe ➡ Trump Soho

➡ Sater/Arif” 

WitnessNow
@Peaceful_411

Replying to @SaysDana and 38 others

Epstein  Leon Black  Apollo Global Mgmt  CIM  
Macklowe  Trump Soho  Sater/Arifwnyc.org/story/trump-
ku…

113 1:08 PM - Oct 9, 2017

111 people are talking about this

Trump and Kushner’s Little-Known Business Partner | WNYC |…
CIM Group does not have much name recognition, but its ties to the
businesses of the President and his son-in-law raise conflict of
wnyc.org

Vanity Fair also said that the handful of friends who have known Epstein since the

early 1980s remember him telling them he was a “bounty hunter,” recovering lost or

stolen money for the gov’t or wealthy people. He also had a license to carry a gun.

#Mob 

Who Is Jeffrey Epstein, Mysterious Millionaire Hedge Fund Manager an…
The financier who is facing federal charges for sex trafficking minors has been
described as reclusive and elusive

https://fortune.com/2019/07/08/jeffrey-epstein-hedge-fund-manager-accused-sex-traffi…

🏵Epstein - Wexner🏵 
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Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

#JeffreyEpstein#LeslieWexner#AbigailWexner#GhislaineMaxwell 
 
Family Klan Mob 
 
Epstein's  
benefactor/mentor/lover? 
Wexner 
 
W all girl trouble going on, 
have 2 ask about boys. 
Cuz there's weird 
all over this group of arty folks.#Art #HumanTrafficking #OSU 
#MOB #TOC #LesWexner

6 11:57 PM - Jul 9, 2019

See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

Three attorneys from the Inspector General's office of the U.S. Department of Justice

met in person in early June with dossier author Christopher Steele in Britain, said

two sources with direct knowledge of the lawyers' travels. 

Trump 'dossier' author grilled by Justice Department watchdogs:...
Federal lawyers probing the origins of the investigation of ties between Russia and
President Donald Trump's campaign have interviewed the author of a "dossier" that
alleged misconduct between Trump …

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-idUSKCN1U410I

Barr sees a way for census to legally ask about citizenship 

 

Barr said he has been in regular contact with Trump over the issue of the citizenship

question. “I agree with him that the Supreme Court decision was wrong,” the attorney

general said. ORLY?  
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Barr sees a way for census to legally ask about citizenship
EDGEFIELD, S.C. (AP) — Attorney General William Barr said Monday he sees a
way to legally require 2020 census respondents to declare whether or not they are
citizens, despite a Supreme Court...

https://apnews.com/d3455cd57e744af08c5690fe1f0517ae

But instead of having his assistants troll local high schools, the billionaire money

manager — and registered sex offender — is importing his playmates from Russia, my

source says. 

H/T @vickypjward 

Jeffrey Epstein’s East Side mansion houses Russian playmates
Epstein has contacts in Moscow who provide matchmaking services for both his
“orgy island” in the Caribbean and his Manhattan townhouse.

https://pagesix.com/2016/03/08/jeffrey-epsteins-east-side-mansion-houses-russian-pla…

Who Is Jeffrey Epstein? An Opulent Life, Celebrity Friends and Lurid Accusations 

The money manager once socialized with celebrities, presidents and princes but

remained an enigma. 

Who Is Jeffrey Epstein? An Opulent Life, Celebrity Friends and Lurid A…
The money manager once socialized with celebrities, presidents and princes but
remained an enigma.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-who-is-he.html

“House Judiciary to vote Thurs to authorize 12 subpoenas as part of their obstruction
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House Judiciary to vote Thurs to authorize 12 subpoenas as part of their obstruction

of justice probe:” 

Alex Moe
@AlexNBCNews

House Judiciary to vote Thurs to authorize 12 subpoenas as part 
of their obstruction of justice probe: 
1. Dearborn 
2. Flynn 
3. Hunt 
4. Kushner 
5. Kelly 
6. Lewandowski 
7. Porter 
8. Rosenstein 
9. Sessions 
10. Davidson 
11. Howard 
12. Peckerdocs.house.gov/meetings/JU/JU…

2,055 2:14 PM - Jul 9, 2019

979 people are talking about this

Russia’s RT and Sputnik barred from UK conference on media freedom 

Foreign Office says news outlets refused entry over ‘active role in spreading

disinformation’ 

Russia's RT and Sputnik barred from UK conference on media freedom
Foreign Office says news outlets refused entry over ‘active role in spreading
disinformation’

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jul/09/russia-rt-sputnik-barred-conference-…

Citing intrusive requests they say border on harassment of Trump, DOJ attorneys

asked the D.C. Circuit to throw out a lawsuit filed by Democratic lawmakers claiming

the real estate mogul-turned-president violated the Constitution’s anti-corruption

clauses 
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Feds Ask DC Circuit to Toss Democrats’ Emoluments Case
Citing intrusive requests they say border on harassment of President Donald
Trump, attorneys for the Justice Department asked the D.C. Circuit to throw out a
lawsuit filed by Democratic lawmakers cla…

https://www.courthousenews.com/feds-ask-dc-circuit-to-toss-democrats-emoluments-c…

Judge says Democrats can begin collecting Trump financial records in emoluments

suit 

Judge says Democrats can begin collecting Trump financial records in…

A federal judge told US House and Senate Democrats they can begin collecting
financial evidence this week about Donald Trump's businesses for a lawsuit.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/25/politics/emoluments-lawsuit/index.html

Blocking Twitter Critics Is Unconstitutional, Judge Tells Trump 

Blocking Twitter Critics Is Unconstitutional, Judge Tells Trump
President Donald Trump’s Twitter account isn’t a Constitution-free zone, a federal
judge ruled on Wednesday.

https://www.courthousenews.com/blocking-twitter-critics-is-unconstitutional-judge-tells-…

Mozilla, the creator of the Firefox web browser, has denied a request from a UAE firm

— accused of assisting that nation's global cyber espionage operations — to issue

security certificates to websites without the supervision of a more trusted group. 
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Mozilla thwarts alleged spy's bid to guard web security
Dark Matter allegedly performs cyber espionage for the UAE.

https://www.axios.com/mozilla-thwarts-alleged-spys-bid-guard-web-security-cb5a9cf8-…

Pelosi questions Barr’s credibility, says she’ll no longer address anything he says 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/pelosi-questions-barrs-credibility-says-she…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿l 

Phil Torres
@phil_torres

A Magnificent Frigatebird we spotted cliffside in Galapagos.  
 
See that purple patch? That’s how you differentiate it from the 
related Great Frigatebird which has a green patch instead.
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Ed Joyce
@EdJoyce

#WorldOceansDay#PacificOcean #sunset at Newport Beach, 
California. @StormHour  
Video by @EdJoyce #oceans

41 11:15 PM - Jun 8, 2019 · California, USA

24 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Smithsonian Museum Considers Collecting Drawings Made By Detained Migrant

Children 

Smithsonian Museum Considers Collecting Drawings Made By Detaine…
The National Museum of American History said it has a long commitment to
documenting "history as it unfolds." It reached out to pediatricians who shared
images made by children after their release.

https://www.npr.org/2019/07/09/739792638/smithsonian-museum-considers-collecting-…

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Yikes! Insane day!  

 

I so know how difficult it is to hear & see all the atrocities we are confronted w/

everyday from the horrors of sex-trafficked children & the atrocities happening at the

border all surrounding the actions of TeamTrump & cohorts. 

 

When is enough?
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#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 9, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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